Private Company Data
Identify investment decisions with conviction
You need to find new opportunities that align with your investment strategy. Our private company data shines a spotlight on potential targets.
With S&P Global Market Intelligence’s robust private company data, you can research prospective investments; locate M&A targets;
monitor companies and counterparties; and identify potential acquisitions, buyers, co-investors, intermediaries, and limited partners.
Differentiated Data
Analyze company size and growth data for building a valuation model:
-- Headcount data for U.S.-based private companies sourced from the Department of Labor
-- Holding period data to understand how long investments are being held by private
capital firms
-- Tearsheet revenue and EBITDA for private companies now available in Microsoft Excel Plug-In

Context for your Comparables
Accessible directly from the S&P Capital IQ platform, our data has been standardized
for comparison against public company financials and market data:
-- Easily locate date and source of financial metrics for private companies
-- Quickly locate a list of companies for further due diligence
-- Access pre-built and customizable comparison sets for each company profiled to gain
information on competitors, etc.

Global Coverage
Proprietary information supported by data from industry experts and government agencies:

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only

-- United States		

- Western Europe 		

-- Brazil			

- Australia

-- New Zealand		

- South Korea

About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data,
research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate alpha,
identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry dynamics,
perform valuation, and assess risk.
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